Abstract: In this paper, we present a new adaptive image registration nonuniformity correction method with the function of eliminating ghost artifacts. This method assumes that the irradiation of objects stays unchanged during the adjacent two frames' time interval and then corrects the corresponding pixels of two frames by the result of image registration. With regard to real-time continuous image sequence, we first calculate the displacement vectors based on their row and column projections. Then, by bidirectional image registration, we can get the overlapped area matrices of two frames accurately. Meanwhile, a variance threshold is set to judge the scene classification, and then, displacement revising is selectively added to decrease stripe noise. Considering that moving targets exist, the error function for updating is also accordingly adapted to eliminate the ghost artifacts. By using the least-mean-square-error iteration algorithm, the gain and offset coefficients of the overlapped area can be updated in real time with the image sequence adaptively. The advantages of this algorithm lie in its high efficiency of image processing, low computational complexity, and few ghost artifacts. A clean infrared image sequence and two real infrared datasets with nonuniformity are used to compare the ability and correction performance of different algorithms. The results show that our algorithm performs better than other compared algorithms and obtains almost no ghost artifacts.
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Introduction
With the rapid development of infrared focal plane arrays (IRFPAs) [1] , the infrared imaging system is widely used in the military, industrial, medical, and other fields. However, the quality of infrared image is seriously affected by the spatial fixed pattern noise [2] in IRFPAs, which is mainly caused by the nonuniformity of the detectors' pixel-to-pixel response variation.
To solve this problem, two main categories of nonuniformity correction (NUC), i.e., calibrationbased (CB) methods [2] - [5] and scene-based (SB) methods [6] - [16] , have been developed in recent years. CB methods have lower computational complexity but rely on calibrating the IRFPA at distinct temperatures which consume lots of additional infrared resources and interrupt normal imaging process; SB methods are adapted to the time-drift of nonuniformity response, but their higher computational complexity make the real-time processing hard to achieve, and a new problem, also known as ghosting artifacts, is brought to the infrared image. To the best of our knowledge, there is no one satisfactory algorithm that is self-adaptive and applicable to varieties of scenes and with no ghosting artifacts.
In the real-time infrared imaging system, CB methods are not suitable because they are usually pre-processing, and the correction coefficients are pre-stored but the response of detector drafts with time. After a period of operation, the correction parameters of CB methods are no longer applicable, which means the performance of IR image decreases. Hence, much more work has been done on scene-based methods to achieve a good performance, and some representative methods include the neural network (NN) method [6] , [7] , constant statistics (CS) method [8] , [9] , and temporal filter method [14] - [16] . However, these algorithms consider the effect of time domain and underestimate or ignore the image pixels' correlation. In actual situations, the effect of spatial domain declines resolution. Protruded objects, points, or edges in the image sequence appear in shadow or blur. Although [7] , [9] , and [15] have done lots of work on reducing ghosting artifacts, they still exist, and the computational complexity increases. Therefore, registration-based NUC is proposed first by Hayat [17] , [18] and extended by Zuo et al. [19] - [21] ; these methods utilize the image's motion character and do no estimation to the true image information. According to the motion, the adjacent frames share the overlapped area with the same true scene but different fixed-pattern noise. Then, the update process corrects the coefficients with respect to the time-draft. Moreover, the accuracy of image registration is significant. On this point, Zuo presented a method [19] by calculating peak coordinate of normalized cross power spectrum of two adjacent frames, and then, the peak coordinate was mapped to the displacement coordinate vector by inverse Fourier transform.
However, these image registration methods can be achieved theoretically, but in the infrared imaging system, there are no such amounts of sources for operation. Moreover, the image-registration methods will inevitably encounter the problem that the overlapped area is small or in fixed position, which leads to the image being uncoordinated in different parts. Furthermore, through large amounts of experiments, the accuracy of image registration directly relates to the correction performance in most scenes, but in some cases, such as the stripe noise severely occupies the image, the correction performance declines heavily and stripe noise still exists. In addition, since the image registration methods assume the irradiation of objects keeps unchanged during the adjacent two frames' time interval, when moving targets appear in the image sequence, their speed are not inconsistent with the scene, which is the mainly reason that ghosting artifacts appear.
To solve these problems, we present a new adaptive NUC method based on bidirectional image registration; this method first calculates the accurately row and column displacement vectors based on their projections by utilizing maximization of registration criterion, and from the results, we can get the overlapped area matrices of two frames by bidirectional image registration. Meanwhile, a variance threshold is set to judge the scene's classification and then displacement revising module is added into the algorithm flow. Considering the ghosting artifacts that moving targets bring, the algorithm extracts the moving targets and backgrounds and do the correction separately. With using least-mean-square-error iteration algorithm, the gain and offset coefficients of the overlapped area can be updated in real-time with the image sequence adaptively. By theoretical analysis and comparison of the experimental results, our algorithm obviously has a better imaging performance, runs more robust, and exhibits wider scene adaptability in contrast to other NUCs based on image-registration, and compared with NN-NUC and CS-NUC, it still has better outstanding advantages. This paper expands on the ideas first presented by Zuo et al. [19] . The theoretical concept of image registration method is presented in Section 2, while the implementation of our algorithm is described in Section 3. In Section 4, we evaluate the registration accuracy and robustness of the algorithm with both test infrared image sequences and real videos. Finally, the conclusions are summarized in Section 5.
Theory

Theoretical Model of Response
The nonuniformity characteristic of the infrared image has a common irradiance-to-voltage model [4] to detector pixels, which assumes the actual output of detector has a linear function of true response, and the expression is as follows:
where X is the true response of detector; Y is the output value of readout circuit; g and o represent the gain and the offset coefficients of detector, respectively; ðx ; y Þ means pixel's coordinate; and subscript n is the frame number of the image sequence. According to this model, the nonuniformity is attributed to the impact of two factors, so if we use software algorithm to deal with the infrared image sequence and achieve the matrices of gain and offset coefficients of each detector, we could correct the output value to real value by using the inverse function of (1):
where w n ðx ; y Þ ¼ 1=g n ðx ; y Þ, b n ðx ; y Þ ¼ Àðw n ðx ; y Þ=g n ðx ; y ÞÞ. Although in different algorithms, matrix ½Y n ðx ; y Þ has different methods to get, e.g., in [6] , Y n ðx ; y Þ is equal to the mean of the four adjacent pixels' value; in [19] , Y n ðx ; y Þ is equal to the mean of two values at the same overlapped area between two adjacent frames, and different kinds of scene-based NUCs are basically the process of forecasting, estimating, and then updating the coefficients g n ðx ; y Þ&o n ðx ; y Þ or w n ði; jÞ&b n ði; jÞ.
Image Registration Method
Image registration based NUC methods assume that in a video sequence, the gain and offset coefficients of a detector keep unchanged between two adjacent frames but drift in the long term. Based on this assumption, we can utilize the unchangeable characteristic to design algorithm. As in real-time infrared video surveillance, the time between two adjacent frames is fixed and short, i.e., 0.04 s (25 frames per second (FPS)), so if the shooting scene is moving, a displacement will be clearly captured in two successive images, i.e., A and B, and the overlapped area O 1 and O 2 (i.e., the area carried the same scene information in two adjacent frames) also can be obtained by image registration. However, if there is no any nonuniformity exist in detectors, namely, the result gain coefficient matrix is a one matrix and the offset coefficient matrix is a zero matrix in (1), O 1 and O 2 will be definitely the same, but actually, different detector elements have different responses with respect to the same irradiance, which causes that O 1 and O 2 are slightly different due to the nonuniformity; hence, with these differences, the nonuniformity response of O 1 and O 2 is corrected by the constantly updated gain and offset coefficient matrices with respect to the flowing adjacent infrared images.
However, the infrared images are not always ideal for assumption. In an infrared image system, these conditions are often encountered:
Scene or detector has a fixed direction of movement for a long time.
The fixed direction of movement of scene or detector coincides with stripe noise.
Moving objects, such as cars and humans moving in a different velocity, are inconsistent with the scene. Though some conditions above are not all that unusual, according to Murphy's Law, we should still count on them. In our algorithm, we present bidirectional image registration, displacement revising, and the ghost artifact elimination process to deal with these conditions.
Algorithm
Image Registration Criterion
The algorithm first calculates the global motion [10] , [11] displacement between two consecutive images. Considering that the infrared image is a 2-D matrix, it is more complex than the 1-D vector to calculate the motion displacement. So inverting the 2-D image into row and column projections [18] is a simple and efficient approach.
However, in real-time infrared imaging system, each frame is not working ad infinitum, but associated with the moving scene new information is added into the viewing field. This new information affects image registration calculation in part and declines the registration accuracy. Hence to eliminate the adverse effects brought by this factor, we design a sinusoidal filter window to inhibit this new information. Suppose the size of image I is M Â N and the projections of row and column are defined by
and the weighting factors a y and a x are defined as
and
otherwise.
Á row and Á col is presetting limits of displacement, corresponding to the image size and motion speed of video sequence. Here we set Á row ¼ 0:1M and Á col ¼ 0:1N. By using (3)- (5), the sinusoidal function can reduce the weight of new information to the registration. And since the image is discrete, the different discrete sinusoidal values could be saved in a look-up table to do the calculation which simples the structure of algorithm. However, after attenuating the influence of new information, we still need to consider the bad pixel, which will definitely decline the accuracy of registration. Thus in order to remove the effect of bad pixel, we deploy a relatively simple operation in the process of registration, and make the process similar to normalization. Consequently, the projections of row and column is changed by
where y i ðx Þ and x i ðy Þ is the mean value of each row and column of current image I. The performance of this procedure will be proved in Section 4. After the row and column projection values of two adjacent frames being obtained, set the first image on the timeline as the reference frame and the latter one as the current frame; then, we use the summation of products of pixel values as the registration criterion to calculate the global motion displacement:
where h 2 ½1; 2Á col ; v 2 ½1; 2Á row . p Then, on the basis of the maximum value's coordinates of array C row ðv Þ and C col ðhÞ, the displacement vectors of row and column d x and d y which represent the movement that the reference frame related to the current frame can be achieved by
The registration criterion states that the images are geometrically aligned by the two displacement vectors d x and d y of which C row ðv Þ and C col ðhÞ are maximal.
Registration Mode
The image registration mode in our algorithm is a bidirectional way. As the Fig. 1(a) shows, frame n À 1 is used to match frame n, and the result (i.e., overlapped area) is the shadow. However, this area is just the upper left part of frame n, so at the same time, if we utilize frame n to match frame n À 1, we can get the different overlapped area, which is shown as the shadow in Fig. 1(b) . Put these two overlapped areas in the same frame (see Fig. 1(c) ), we can find that they are A 1 þ B and B þ A 2 separately, and the union O ¼ A 1 [ B [ A 2 , where A 1 and A 2 are overlapped once, B is overlapped twice, and C is not overlapped.
Different areas have different solutions: Update coefficients based on frame n if ðx ; y Þ 2 A 1 ; Update coefficients based on frame n À 1 if ðx ; y Þ 2 B [ A 2 ; No updating otherwise. Among which area C is not overlapped but in engineering application of FPGA, a blackbody correction is often applied prior to scene-based NUC, and the two-point correction coefficients are prestored; therefore, this area still uses the original coefficients. When the motion direction changes, for example, the unoverlapped areas change oppositely, these areas can be updated as well. Of course, these situations appear only when the horizontal and vertical displacements are both not zero, which lead to the emergence of C. However, in the algorithm, we have set Á row and Á col are less than 10% of row and column pixels, which means the no-updating area is less than 2% of the whole image. Moreover the position of C is at four corners of image (up to two of four corners at the same time), and when the motion is in horizontal or vertical direction (i.e., vertical or horizontal displacement is zero), the overlapped area O is the whole image size and C is disappeared.
Displacement Revising
Note that if the image registration is perfectly accurate, then theoretically algorithm could get the true row and column displacement vectors d y and d x . However, stripe noise can heavily affect the subsequent correction performance, because of its strongly spatial interference. Notice that this strong interference only occurs when the fringe direction of the stripe noise is in the same direction with global motion, and in other directions, the interference decreases rapidly and even could be ignored. Our solutions are shown below. If we suppose that the true scene is smooth enough and the current pixel is corresponding to the surroundings, then we consider that the current pixel value is equal to or approximates to the surrounding pixels, which means that we can use a pixel value of its neighbors to replace the current value or as a estimation [13] .
The variances of the adjacent frames change in a small range, especially the stationary scene. When stripe noise exists, the image sequence's variance changes so that we can identify these specific scenes by determining the variance of the two frames when the registration happens and use (9) , shown below, to change the row and column displacement vectors:
where d s represents d x or d y for short; and d 0 s means the corrected displacement vector; DX ðn À 1Þ and DX ðnÞ are the variances of frame n À 1 and n, respectively; and is the determination threshold, which is chosen from the real infrared image sequences. This process dramatically declines the stripe noise in a few frames but somehow decreases the image quality, so in FPGA, the algorithm judge the consecutive six images to decide the d s , and if they still meet the inequality jDX ðn À 1Þ À DX ðnÞj⩽; 2 ½0:15; 0:3, d s is changed.
Ghost Artifacts Eliminating
The current image registration based NUC methods assume that the motion in the infrared image sequences is a global rigid body transformation and ignore the moving targets in the global displacement. However, in infrared imaging system, the information of moving targets is more significant, and ignoring these targets is the main reason that causes ghost artifacts. To eliminate the ghost artifacts is an indispensable task. Note that in infrared images, the moving targets such as cars and humans are mainly in high gray scale, whereas the scene acts as low gray level background. Therefore, in order to distinguish the moving targets and relative slowmoving background, we developed a method that based on the gray scale distribution.
First, let Áf ðx ; y Þ denote the error image of the two overlapped areas between two consecutive images in the image sequence Áf ðx ; y Þ ¼ jX n ðx ; y Þ À X nÀ1 ðx þ 
Suppose there is no moving targets existed in the image, Áf ðx ; y Þ is the difference of two pictures of background with a low gray level corresponding to the noise, when moving targets enter in or move inconsistently, the values in Áf ðx ; y Þ on the position of targets is outstanding, and compared with , they satisfy the inequality jÁf ðx ; y Þ À j ! 3 according to the gray scale distribution. Therefore, in (10), those pixels are assigned the value 1 in Bðx ; y Þ.
Coefficients Correction
The updating of correction coefficients makes use of results of the above parts to update gain and offset coefficients. Taking frame n À 1 and n into account, we can define the error function in the bidirectional way:
Inspired by the neural network NUC [6] , [7] and for consideration of hardware resources, we still use the steepest gradient descent to correct gain and offset coefficients adaptively, and the initial updating equation is as follows:
where means the learning rate, and 0 G 1 ( 2 G 10 À2 . It defines the speed of coefficients correction and the relationship of correction speed and algorithm stability is like the other scenebased NUCs [12] - [16] Vone aspect wanes, the other waxes. Therefore, it is necessary to choose a suitable learning rate , and according to the binary image Bðx ; y Þ, gain and offset matrices are updated inĝ 
respectively, where g 0 and o 0 are calculated based on the frame n, and g and o are calculated based on the frame n À 1.
The positions of value 1 (marked in red color in the gain coefficient matrix) and value 0 (marked in red color in the offset coefficient matrix) is the position of moving targets that are calculated by (13) and (14), respectively. Note that these positions shown in the two matrices are just for explanation, and in true infrared images, the positions are changed and the shapes are also different.
Notice that the moving targets are always moving in the scene, and in different frames, they have different positions, so the positions of 1 s and 0 s that are shown in the matrices are changing, so that these correction matrices can still correct the time-dependent noise and avoid the ghost artifacts brought by moving targets.
Simulations and Experiments
To compare the various SBNUCs, we use one clean infrared sequence and two real infrared video sequences with true nonuniformity to demonstrate the advantages of the proposed Ghostartifacts Eliminating (GE) NUC algorithm.
Accuracy
Due to the image-registration-based NUC algorithms, the accuracy of two images' displacement vector decides the convergence speed and quality of image compensation. Therefore, we test the algorithm's registration accuracy with a moving infrared video sequence which has been calibrated with a laboratory blackbody correction prior. The image size is 256 Â 320, Á row ¼ Á col ¼ 30, and the image-registration method is modified the projection based way; we took the two adjacent frames as the reference frame and the current frame separately to confirm the accuracy of registration results, and the two adjacent frames are shown in Fig. 2 . By using the projection-based image registration, we can get the vertical and horizontal displacements ðd x ; d y Þ ¼ ð0; 5Þ, and the error image of the overlapped area is shown in Fig. 3(a) (here the pixel value equals to the absolute value of the difference, i.e., Dði; jÞ ¼ jX n ði; jÞ À X nÀ1 ði þ d x ; j þ d y Þj). Note that the size of Fig. 3(a) is less than the current image and the whole image is uniform, if there exists obviously scene silhouette, the result of projectionbased image registration will be in doubt. In order to evaluate these error images, root mean square error (RMSE) is used as a metric, and the RMSE value is given by where X i;j is the pixel value of the error image at coordinate ði; jÞ. According (17), we calculate the RMSE value of different error images around coordinate (0, 5). Table 1 shows the RMSE results, note that RMSE of (0, 5) is lowest with the value 40.2239, which confirms our image-registration result is accuracy. However, the other five close displacements (0, 4), (0, 6), (1, 4) , (1, 5) , and (1, 6) are 53.8594, 54.8073, 53.8358, 40.8742, and 55.5604 separately that are also close to 40.2239. Hence, we compare this image with other five error images (shown in Fig. 3(b) -(f), separately) of such corresponding displacements (0, 4), (0, 6), (1, 4) , (1, 5) , and (1, 6) . By contrasting, we can see the Fig. 5(a) is still more uniform than others and the building silhouette is less. Though RMSE of coordinate (1, 5) is also 40.8742, closest to 40.2239, its error image has more highlights and bright-lines. Furthermore, Fig. 3(a) still has some silhouette more or less, which is mainly caused by the two-point NUC applied prior. It assumes the response of detector is linear with the temperature but is actually a nonlinear transformation. Therefore, the error image still contains some information in the presence of nonuniformity, and if there exists none nonuniformity, the error image's RMSE will be zero.
Robustness
To demonstrate the robustness of the proposed algorithm, we apply our method to a real infrared data compared with IR-NUC. The dataset is the scene of midnight's overpasses captured at a helicopter by using an 256 Â 320 HgCdTe IRFPA camera operating in 3-5 m range and working at a rate of 25 FPS. The test infrared data is shown in Fig. 4(a) and (b) . We can see that serious low frequency spatial noise and severe stripe noise cover the true scene. In particular, the scene is moving downward, which is in same direction with the stripe noise. We use two imageregistration NUCs to do the correction, and the results are shown in Fig. 4(c) and (d) .
From Fig. 4(c) , it can be seen that the low-frequency noise decreased, whereas the stripe noise still existed. Due to the stripe noise is along the vertical direction and the scene moves downward, when doing the image-registration in IR-NUC, the stripe noise has always been treated as low-frequency image information so that it could not be corrected unless the moving direction changes. However, in GE-NUC method, given placement is added into the column displacement in this situation, so the stripe noise is dislocated in the overlapped area. In the adjacent frames, the scene information is still in good correlation but the stripe noise stands out. Therefore, the latter LMS algorithm could intactly get rid of this part of noise.
To judge the infrared image's quality, we often use some metrics to evaluate the quality of image, such as RMSE and peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR). Those metrics need the original clean image and the corrected image to do the calculation. However, when dealing with real infrared data, it is hard to get the reference image without nonuniformity; therefore, RMSE and PSNR are impossible to calculate. Therefore, the metric we used to measure the NUC performance is given by roughness index [22] , which is defined as
where h is the discrete Laplacian convolution kernel, I is the image under analysis, k k 1 is the L 1 norm, and Ã stands for discrete convolution; then, we can get the mean roughness table of these two different NUCs. Compared with the raw dataset, the results are shown in Table 2 .
From Table 2 , we can see that since the IR-NUC just corrected some low-frequency fixed noise, the vestigial stripe noise led to the roughness still high. Note that the roughness of IR-NUC is just slightly lower than the raw dataset, and from Fig. 4(b) and (c), we can see that the stripe noise is the main impact on roughness. When the stripe noise is been corrected in GE-NUC, the mean roughness is much lower in contrast. However, although the GE-NUC reduced the low-frequency fixed noise and stripe noise to some extent, as the given-displacement added into the displacement results, the anthropogenic factor has affected the image quality and reduced the spatial resolution of the image. Hence, in an actual situation, we need to make a compromise between image quality and correction performance.
Real Infrared Data Performance
In this subsection, we compared different algorithms to the real infrared data. The set of 14-bit data was collected by an 256 Â 320 HgCdTe IRFPA camera operating in the 8-14 m range and working at 50 FPS without any other image-processing algorithms and the scene is TABLE 2 Mean roughness results of test infrared dataset and two NUCs' correction taken on our campus. We choose 200 frames to do the test. The input image sequence is shown in Fig. 5(a) and (b) , and the outputs using NN-NUC, CS-NUC, IR-NUC and GE-NUC are shown in Figs. 5-8 , respectively.
The NN-NUC method uses the learning rate 0.0002. The IR-NUC and GE-NUC use the same learning rate 0.04. According to Figs. 5-8, we can see the four different algorithms' performance intuitively. First is the NN-NUC (shown in Media. 1 and Fig. 5(c)-(f) ), with the scene moving, the nonuniformity noise is being corrected slowly. However, the stripe noise has not been eliminated yet, and we can easily find some low spatial frequency noise. The NN-NUC utilizes the surrounding pixels to do the correction, and therefore, it is hard to correct some massive low frequency noise as Fig. 5(e) and (f) show. Furthermore, note that some black areas appear in the blue circle of frame 150 and frame 200 (also shown in Fig. 5 (e) and (f), which is caused by discrete dark or bad pixel, and this area grows with time. We have tested that if the learning rate was changed higher, such as 0.0003, the black areas would grow faster and even cover a considerable part of the true image.
The performance of CS-NUC is shown in Media 2 and Fig. 6 . We can obviously see that the stripe noise has been eliminated. However, the image quality is still not satisfied because it brings new artifacts into the image and the resolution declines slightly. Note that in Media 2, although the "flying" sculpture (also can be seen in the lower left corner of Fig. 6(a) ) has left the image range, it is consistent with the existence of ghosting in dozens of subsequent frames.
IR-NUC's performance is better than the above two methods. The corrected images are cleaner and more satisfied in most area, but those areas in the left border of frame 50-100 (the frame 50 and frame 100 are shown in Fig. 7(a) and (b) , and the continuous video is shown in Media 3) is uncorrected and easy to recognize from the whole image. Due to the test dataset moving only in horizontal direction in first 100 frames, IR-NUC's calculated displacements are always in the same direction, i.e., the overlapped area is always in the right part of the image. This reason leads to the uncorrected area displaying on the image and declines the quality of image. Afterwards, there are still some artifacts in frame 150 (shown in Fig. 7(c) ), which attenuate the image quality. However, in our method GE-NUC, the above issues disappear. The images (shown in Fig. 8 ) are clean and definitely no noise exists after about 35 frames' correction (Media 4). Note that the GE-NUC compensates the nonuniformity the fastest which means the convergence speed of GE-NUC is fastest against other three methods. Compared with NN-NUC and CS-NUC, the nonuniformity noise has been efficiently corrected with no ghosting artifacts added in. Besides that the detail resolution is also higher than other two methods. Compared with IR-NUC, the uncorrected area passes off after 35 frames in GE-NUC, whereas the uncorrected area still does not disappear until frame 100 in IR-NUC. Table 3 is the summary of performance comparison of these four methods. In Table 3 , the low-frequency noise is defined as the unchangeable noise that exists in the image sequence, such as the stripe noise and fixed pattern noise, while the edge-blur is defined as the uncorrected area of the image border, and the ghost artifact is the residual silhouette of humans and other objects. The values in Table 3 are evaluated relatively in low, medium, and high from the four supplemental medias and Figs. 5-8. From this table, it is obviously that the GE-NUC method gets the lowest low-frequency noise, combined with lowest edge blur and ghost artifacts.
Then we compare the four different methods with the metric roughness. Table 4 shows the roughness of the raw video and four different methods' results. Basically, a low roughness does not guarantee a good estimate, but a high roughness does indicate a poor average image quality. From Table 4 , we can see that our algorithm GE-NUC indeed has a lower mean roughness both of the whole processing time (frame 0-200) and the stable time (frame 50-200). The results confirm that GE-NUC algorithm is more efficient and the image quality is cleaner and smoother.
Results and Conclusion
In this paper, a new image registration NUC algorithm is proposed. It utilizes the row and column projections of two adjacent images to calculate the vertical and horizontal displacements and achieve the bidirectional image registration while calculating the variance variation and comparing the results with the threshold and doing the displacement revision to cause the decline in the stripe noise. Then, the moving targets' effect is eliminated, and therefore, so that the ghosting artifacts have been almost completely removed. By using the least-mean-square-error iteration algorithm, the gain and offset coefficients matrices of the overlapped area can be updated in real-time with the image sequence. The advantages of the proposed algorithm lie on its few ghosting artifacts, low computational complexity and convenient implementation in FPGA with real-time processing. Tested with the real infrared image sequence, it shows that the proposed algorithm has a better correction performance with a faster convergence speed and no additional ghosting artifacts compared with other common scene-based NUC algorithms and image-registration NUC algorithms.
However, the proposed algorithm still has limitations in some special situations. When the scene is static in a long term, added given-displacement can remove the stripe noise to some degree, but reduce the image resolution and make the image blurred. In addition, if the infrared image sequence is full of heavy nonuniformity noise and it even covers the whole scene information, then the image registration will be affected severely, and the correction performance will also be terrible consequently. Furthermore, our algorithm does not consist of any function to TABLE 4 Mean roughness results for the raw infrared sequence and four outputs express input parameters such as rotation and nonrigid moving so the proposed algorithm is no longer suitable for these situations. In such situations, it still needs the prior stored corrected gain and offset coefficients calibrated with blackbody to achieve a good performance.
